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Welcome to the Sammamish Symphony’s Sounds 
of Russia concert!

This season marks my 14th year with this gifted 
group of musicians. The Sammamish Symphony 
Orchestra continues to grow in artistic excellence, 
and the dedication of each member is evident in the 
quality of this fine musical ensemble.

Today’s program features works by two Russian 
composers whose artistic output occurred in the 
repressive atmosphere of the Soviet Union. Dmitri 
Shostakovich created his magnificent Symphony 
No. 5 in the shadow of the most brutal era of the 
1930s Stalinist purges. Georgy Sviridov – whose 
lifetime spanned both the Russian Revolution and 
the collapse of the Soviet Communist Empire – 
achieved acclaim within the Soviet cultural system 
for compositions of an emphatically Russian 
character. His works are just beginning to be known 
and performed in the West.

This afternoon’s performance also highlights our 
2013 Youth Concerto Competition Winner,  
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A native of Eastern Oregon, R. Joseph Scott has been a dynamic leader in the Northwest 
musical community for over 40 years. He attended the University of Oregon, School of 

Music and studied conducting with Eugene Furst and Wolfgang Martin of the Portland Opera.  

After relocating to Seattle, Mr. Scott continued his studies with Henry Holt of the Seattle 
Opera, Mikael Scheremetiew of the Thalia Conservatory, and Vilem Sokol of the Seattle Youth 
Symphony. He founded the Bellevue Philharmonic Orchestra, serving as Music Director, 
Conductor and General Manager from 1967 – 1997. He is currently celebrating his 14th year 
with the Sammamish Symphony Orchestra.

Maestro Scott has conducted concerts featuring a diverse array of artists, including
Metropolitan Opera star Roberta Peters; violinist Pamela Frank; the Seattle Opera Chorus; the 
Empire Brass Quintet; the Seattle Symphony Choral; and vocalists Anna Maria Alberghetti, 
Lou Rawls, Maureen McGovern and Marni Nixon.  

Mr. Scott was Resident Conductor of Lyric Opera Northwest from 2005 - 2009, and has 
appeared with numerous musical ensembles, including the Bellevue Opera. He has conducted 
world premieres of works by Alan Hovhaness, Vaclav Nelhybel and various regional 
composers.

R. Joseph Scott

13 year old cellist Olivia Claire Marckx, 
performing Victor Herbert’s Concerto 
No. 2.

This concert wraps up the Orchestra’s 
regular 2012-13 season, but we hope to 
see you at our Summer Pops Concert 
in Pine Lake Park at 6:30 pm on 
Thursday, August 22. Our theme for 
the summer concert is “Tall Ships.”

We also have exciting news of our 
upcoming 2013-14 season. We will 
be adding a second performance and 
venue to our regular concerts. Besides 
our usual Sunday afternoon concerts 
at Eastlake Performing Arts Theater 
in Sammamish, we will also present 
four of our concerts, including our 
Holiday Pops program, at The Theatre 
at Meydenbauer Center in Bellevue. 
We tested that venue earlier this 
season, and have been delighted with 
the facility and the ability to attract 
new listeners. These performances will 
continue our efforts to become better 
known throughout the Eastside.

The Orchestra has once more been 
honored to perform at Benaroya Hall 
next March 30 in a combined concert 
with area choruses. The highlight of 
that event will be Mozart’s C Minor 
Mass (“The Great”).

Now, I invite you to sit back and enjoy 
the music!                       

R. Joseph ScottR. Joseph Scott



Sunday June 9, 2013  2:00 p.m.

Eastlake Performing Arts Theater

S oundS of RuSSia
Olivia Marckx, cello

Sammamish Symphony Youth Concerto Competition Winner

 Georgy Sviridov The Snow Storm
   Troika ~ Waltz ~ Spring and Autumn ~ Romance
   Pastorale ~ Military March ~ Wedding Ceremony
   Echo of Waltz ~ Winter Road 
 Victor Herbert Concerto for Cello & Orchestra No. 2
    in e minor, Op. 30
   Andante tranquillo
   Allegro
    Olivia Marckx, cello  
 

Intermission

 Dmitri Shostakovich Symphony No. 5 in d minor, Op. 47
        Moderato
   Allegretto
        Largo
        Allegro non troppo
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Program

R. Joseph Scott, Music Director and Conductor

Steinway piano provided by Sherman Clay  -   Seattle, Washington.

Please turn off all cell phones and pagers.
No audio/video recording or flash photography is allowed during the performance.
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Bass
Jarod Tanneberg, 

Principal
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Acting Principal
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Flute
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Tori Berntsen

Piccolo
Angela Frost

Oboe
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English Horn
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Bass Trombone
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Tuba
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Eric Daane,
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Percussion
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Principal
Craig Wende
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Piano/Keyboard
Catherine Lowell,
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Are you interested in playing with us?

The Sammamish Symphony Orchestra is composed of adult 
volunteer musicians dedicated to performing concerts and 

maintaining outreach programs serving Eastside communities.

Rehearsals:  Thursdays 7:15-9:45 p.m. at Eastlake High School
Please call 206-517-7777 or go to www.sammamishsymphony.org

The Sammamish Symphony Orchestra 
would like to thank 

the City of Sammamish
for their support
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Guest Artist – Olivia Marckx

First Place Winner in the Sammamish Symphony Concerto Competition

Olivia Marckx, 13, is an eighth grader at Odle Middle School in Bellevue. She has been 
studying cello with her mom since age five and a half, and also works with Raymond 
Davis and Chuck Jacot. Previously she was a featured soloist with the Seattle Festival 
Orchestra and later the Cascade Symphony after winning their “Rising Star” Concerto 
Competition in 2011. Olivia has just completed a return engagement with the Seattle 
Festival Orchestra, performing the Brahms Double Concerto with her friend, violinist 
Annie Pham. Olivia has received honors at the Seattle Young Artists Music Festival 
and MTNA competitions for the last three years, and recently was awarded second 
place at the Coeur d’Alene National Young Artists Competition. In the summer, she 
participated in Pinchas Zukerman’s Young Artists Program and was a full tuition 
scholarship recipient at Music@Menlo. Olivia is also an avid reader – her current 
favorite is Tolkien.

Sammamish Symphony Orchestra 
Youth Concerto Competition

Begun in 1996, the Sammamish Symphony Youth Concerto Competition recognizes outstanding young musicians studying 
classical repertoire in the Puget Sound region. Applicants must be 19 years or younger on the date of the competition. This 
year, eight young musicians ranging in age from 12 to 19 auditioned for the opportunity to perform as featured soloist 
with the orchestra.  The competition took place on January 26, 2013 at Music Works Northwest in Bellevue. In addition 
to first place contestant, Olivia Claire Marckx, the other winners were Amelia Yisin Sie, violin (second place) and Karissa 
Zadinsky, cello (third place). Each of these three top finalists also received a scholarship stipend.

Judges for the concerto competition were Lisa Bergman (pianist, arts administrator, and announcer for KING-FM), 
Walter Schwede (Associate Professor of Music at Western Washington University and former Associate Concertmaster 
of the Seattle Symphony), and Maestro Joseph Scott. Volunteers facilitating the event were Naoki Komoto, economics 
student at Bellevue College, Donna Mansfield, Sammamish Symphony violinist, and Renee Kuehn, Sammamish 
Symphony marketing director.  

The 2014 concerto competition will take place, again at Music Works Northwest, on Saturday, January 25, 2014. The 
application deadline is December 2, 2013. Please see the Sammamish Symphony website for details and application forms. 

425-369-9333
4532 Klahanie Dr SE
Issaquah, WA 98029

Lessons - Supplies - Rentals

plateaumusic

425-369-9333
4532 Klahanie Dr SE
Issaquah, WA 98029www.plateaumusic.org

In-home lessons available for slightly more  ▪  Open 7 days a week
Lessons for all instruments and voice $30 each
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Program Notes
Sounds of Russia
It may come as something of a shock (at 
least to those of this author’s vintage) 
to realize that more than 21 years have 
passed since the Soviet Union officially 
disintegrated in December 1991, 
transforming the world political situation 
and ending the Cold War which had 
hovered threateningly over East and West 
since the end of World War II.

This historical perspective is relevant for 
today’s concert, because the composers 
whose works bracket the program – 
Dmitri Shostakovich and Georgy Sviridov 
– are not only Russian, but also Soviet 
composers, both of whom also lived 
through the most brutally repressive era 
in the history of the Russian Communist 
regime – the reign of terror under Joseph 

Stalin. In the 1930s Stalinist purges, nearly 
every person knew the terror of losing a 
family member to the Gulag or to a death 
sentence. Official government decrees 
defined truth and beauty. Traditional 
composers (with the notable exception of 
Beethoven) were declared decadent, while 
avant-garde experimentation, which had 
flourished briefly after the Communist 
Revolution of 1917, was deemed elitist and 
counter-revolutionary.

Shostakovich and Sviridov adapted to 
these forces in markedly different ways. 
Shostakovich, who had already achieved 
international fame and renown as a 
significant new voice, tempered his music to 
the ideological wind following an ominous 
fall from grace. Yet the outwardly “populist” 
direction of his “war symphonies,” which 

purchased Shostakovich a modicum 
of safety from the Party’s musical 
apparatchiks, also carries subversive 
irony beneath the façade of optimistic 
conformity.

Sviridov wrote music that paid tribute 
to Russian literature and folk traditions, 
achieving acclaim within the Soviet 
cultural system. Graduating from the 
Leningrad Conservatory in 1941 (where 
Shostakovich had been one of his 
teachers), when the urgency of repelling 
the Nazi invasion put domestic terror 
temporarily on hold, Sviridov did not seek 
recognition outside Russia and, apart from 
setting the poems of Boris Pasternak to 
music at a time when Pasternak’s poetry 
was under suspicion, never tweaked the 
nose of the Soviet bear. Although his 
music is very popular in Russia, it is only 
beginning to be known and performed in 
the West.

Georgy Sviridov
The Snow Storm
Alexander Pushkin’s unique place in the 
Russian national consciousness never 
tarnished during Stalin or his successors. 
Like his contemporary Beethoven, 
Pushkin was seen as something of a 
proto-revolutionary. Georgy Sviridov 
(1915-1998) accounts for many of the 
most successful expressions of Pushkin’s 
poetry in Russian 20th-century music. In 
1935, Sviridov’s lyrical romances based 
on the poetry of Pushkin brought him 
first critical acclaim. In 1979, Sviridov 
turned to Pushkin again in his choral 
cycle “Pushkin’s Wreath.” Writing of 
this work, Sviridov explained: “To me 
Pushkin sounds as the realization of the 
high predestination of man. Each epoch 
interprets him in its own way. Averse 
to idealizing the Pushkin era, I do not 
want to give him a modern interpretation 
either. I simply try to follow him into his 
unattainable heights as best I can.”

It therefore seems natural that director 
Vladimir Basov selected Sviridov, who 
had already composed eight film scores, to 
write the score for his 1966 film adaptation 
of Pushkin’s short story “The Snowstorm.”  
The plot, seemingly an unrealistic and 
somewhat empty anecdote about the 
relationships of an aristocratic young 
woman and the unusual coincidences that 
accompany them, presents two visions 
of fate: irrational fate, represented by 
the blinding blizzard, and predestined, 



purposeful fate, represented in the 
genuine love of a couple bizarrely and 
accidentally married. While remaining 
faithful to Pushkin’s plot, the film alters 
the sequence of the story considerably. 
Sviridov’s score supplies a pivotal 
complement to the emotional content of 
the film, whose vibrancy contrasts sharply 
with the deliberate flatness of Pushkin’s 
prose. Sviridov’s 1975 suite (“Musical 
Illustrations to Alexander Pushkin’s 
Tale”) includes most of his music from the 
film, but the movements follow an order 
somewhat different from the film.

Sviridov’s suite, while mostly unknown 
in this country, is very popular in 
Russia. This is characteristic not only 
of Sviridov’s music, but of other Soviet 
composers who flourished at home 
during Communist times, but remained 
on the periphery of the West’s cultural 
panorama. More interest in the West was 
given to the so-called non-conformist 
and avant garde composers who suffered 
discrimination. (Not surprisingly, in 
the freedom that came suddenly in the 
mid-1980s, many of these ex-Soviet 
composers chose to emigrate.) Sviridov 
was himself indifferent to his reputation 
outside Russia, possessing a world 
outlook that was strongly chauvinistic 
and even xenophobic (which is attested 
by his posthumously published diaries). 
Since his death in 1998, however, more 
of Sviridov’s music, particularly his 
extensive oeuvre of choral music, is 
filtering to the West in performances and 
recordings.

One possible obstacle to Sviridov’s 
reception outside his country is his 
music’s emphatically Russian character. 
Yet that is also the source of its power to 
grab an audience’s attention. As expressed 
by one Sviridov advocate, composer/
conductor Alexander Prior, Sviridov 
“reduces everything to the least amount 
needed to achieve the desired effect on the 
listener – bare essentials, pure feelings and 
emotions which bring, almost ironically, a 

certain depth and multilayeredness. From the 
very first note the colors are dark and tragic, 
but at the same time inspiring and beautiful. 
Very few pieces take me back to Russia in a 
way as strong as Sviridov manages to do.” 

The Snow Storm is scored for piccolo, two flutes, 
two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, two 
bassoons and contrabassoon, four horns, three 
trumpets, three trombones and tuba, timpani, 
percussion, piano, and strings.

Victor Herbert
Concerto for Cello & Orchestra No. 2  
in e minor, Op. 30
Irish-born and German-raised, Victor Herbert 
(1859-1924) was nevertheless an American 
original. Although he enjoyed important 
careers as a cello soloist and conductor, 
Herbert is best known for composing many 
successful operettas that premiered on 
Broadway from the 1890s to World War 
I. He was also a prominent Tin Pan Alley 
composer, whose songs included many for the 
Ziegfeld Follies, and was later a founder of the 
American Society of Composers, Authors, and 
Publishers (ASCAP). His most famous works 
include the operettas “Naughty Marietta” and 
“Babes in Toyland,” the musical comedies 
“Little Nemo” and “My Golden Girl,” and the 
songs “Toyland,” “Gypsy Love Song” and 
“Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life.” 

After Herbert’s death, little of his instrumental 
music continued to be performed, although 
the last couple of decades have seen revivals 
in concert and recordings. His Cello Concerto 
No. 2 is an exception and has established 
a firm place in the solo cello repertoire. 
First performed in 1894, it was received 
enthusiastically at its premiere. The concerto 
has been recorded by cellists such as Yo-Yo 
Ma (with Kurt Masur and the New York 
Philharmonic), Lynn Harrell (with Sir Neville 
Marriner and the Academy of St. Martin in 
the Fields), and Julian Lloyd Webber (with Sir 
Charles Mackerras and the London Symphony 
Orchestra).

Herbert’s cello concerto shares an interesting 
history with Antonín Dvořák’s concerto for 

the same instrument.  Herbert taught 
at the National Conservatory in New 
York during the time that Dvořák was its 
director, and was principal cellist in the 
orchestra that premiered Dvořák’s “New 
World” Symphony in 1893. Commencing 
work on his concerto shortly thereafter, 
Herbert wrote the concerto in the same 
key, E minor, as Dvořák’s symphony. 
Dvořák heard at least two performances 
of the piece during the series of concerts 
in March 1894 when it was premiered. For 
some time, Czech cellist Hanuš Wihan 
had been importuning Dvořák to compose 
a cello concerto to no avail. However, 
Herbert’s concerto apparently motivated 
Dvořák to fulfill Wihan’s request at last. 
Herbert’s choice of B minor for the middle 
movement of his concerto may have also 
inspired Dvořák to write his cello concerto 
in the same key.

The cello concerto is in three connected 
movements, of which the second and 
third will be performed this afternoon. 
The structure and tone are Romanticism 
in full bloom. The Andante tranquillo 
begins with a calm rhythmic undercurrent 
from the strings before the soloist enters 
tenderly. After the cello’s introduction 
of the melody, it is taken up by the 
woodwinds, leading to a second solo 
melody at a slightly more energetic 
pace. The original melody returns to the 
ensemble as a platform for arpeggiated 
embellishments by the soloist, who then 
reclaims the melody in a development 
section with the orchestra. A lento coda 
reinforces the mood of the movement by 
ending in a quietly rising B major chord.  

The Allegro opens with an ominous 
motif first stated by the bassoons, which 
gains volume and intensity as the rest 
of the orchestra enters progressively. 
After that stormy introduction, the 
soloist takes on the leading role, more 
amiably but maintaining the intensity 
of the opening. The flutes announce a 
softer and cheerier tone, which the cello 
at first accompanies and then leads, 
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developing into the primary melody of 
the movement.  The atmosphere is festive 
as the cello exercises virtuosic turns at 
first punctuated and then swept up by 
the orchestra’s final chords.    

In addition to solo cello, Cello Concerto  
No. 2 is scored for two flutes, two oboes, 
two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two 
trumpets, three trombones, timpani and 
strings.

Dmitri Shostakovich
Symphony No. 5 in d minor, Op. 47
Musicians universally fear bad reviews, 
but rarely do the reviews portend arrest, 
exile or disappearance.  In 1936, Dmitri 
Shostakovich (1906-1975) was already 
a prominent composer, having come of 
age during the heady period of artistic 
expression that characterized the initial 
period after the Communist Revolution of 
1917. This occurred during a worldwide 
period of musical and artistic freedom 
and experimentation – from Stravinsky, 
Gershwin, Weill and Webern in music 
to Piccasso, Kandinsky, Duchamp 
and Dali in the visual arts, to Buñuel, 
Fischinger and the Dadaist/Surrealist 
shorts in cinema. Beginning with his First 
Symphony (1925), Shostakovich, in the 
words of critic Thomas May, “proudly 
elaborated a unique temperament, 
presenting the two faces of an intriguing 
but uneasy dualism: a kind of snarky 
sarcasm counterbalanced by sustained, 
crushing melancholy.” This style 
culminated in the success of his new 
opera, “Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk 
District” (1934), which featured a racy plot 
set to avant-garde music and premiered to 
critical and popular acclaim. 

In 1936, Stalin personally attended the 
long-running production. He left before 
the final act began. For reasons that 
remain a matter of debate, the dictator 
took offense, or perhaps he just wanted 

to make an example of Shostakovich 
as a means to exercise control over the 
intelligentsia. The next morning, the state 
newspaper Pravda carried a review-editorial, 
ominously headed “Chaos Instead of 
Music,” which condemned the work, saying 
it corrupted the Soviet spirit. Shostakovich 
experienced an immediate fall from grace. 
The opera disappeared overnight, and every 
publication and cultural organization in the 
country, including those that had previously 
lauded him fulsomely, heaped personal 
attacks on its composer. 

Fearing the worst during the height of 
Stalin’s purges, Shostakovich slept in the 
stairwell outside his apartment to spare 
his family the experience of his imminent 
arrest. At one point, he was brought in 
for interrogation, but escaped further 
summons when the interrogator himself 
was arrested. Although he was fortunate 
not to suffer the fate of many fellow artists 
and even members of his own family, who 
were executed, “disappeared” or sent to 
the Siberian Gulags, this disaster made 
the pressure of deciding where to go next 
with his music nearly unbearable. Unsure 
about its reception, Shostakovich rejected 
his experimental Fourth Symphony while 
in rehearsal, and began work on his Fifth 
Symphony.

The Fifth Symphony was completed 
and performed for the first time in 1937. 
Composition of the first three movements 
went relatively quickly. “The birth of the 
Fifth Symphony was preceded by lengthy 
internal preparation,” Shostakovich related, 
“and perhaps because of this, actual work 
on the symphony went relatively quickly 
(for example, I wrote the third movement 
in three days).” Composition of the Fourth 
Movement and writing of the score as a 
whole took much longer.

The premiere of a new symphony by a 
disgraced composer just recently the target 
of public vituperation apparently dissuaded 

the venerable conductors of the time from 
committing to the premiere. Yevgeny 
Mravinsky, a young and little-known 
composer at that time who had just recently 
taken up the rostrum of the Leningrad 
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, 
took on performance of the symphony. 
However, the premiere of the symphony on 
November 21, 1937 in the Grand Hall of the 
Leningrad Philharmonic was an absolute 
and unprecedented success. A contemporary 
of the composer testified that “the thunder 
of applause was so immense it shook the 
columns of the white philharmonic hall.” 

News about the immense and unparalleled 
success of the symphony came as a surprise 
to the party’s “leaders of culture.” Two 
executives from the Committee on Art 
Affairs were immediately sent from Moscow 
to Leningrad and attended one of the 
subsequent performances.  At the request of 
the Leningrad Regional Committee of the 
All-Union Communist Party, a concert was 
held for the city’s active party members. 
This exclusive audience was pleased, 
even enraptured, by the symphony. With 
official approval apparently received, 
the symphony was guaranteed favorable 
articles in the press and public assessments 
from professional critics and well-
known composers. Characteristic of this 
reception was the remark of composer 
Dmitry Kabalevsky: “After listening to 
Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony, I can boldly 
assert that the composer as a true great 
Soviet artist has overcome his mistakes 
and taken a new path.” Perhaps the most 
sycophantic was the smug phrase of one 
critic that Symphony No. 5 represented 
“a Soviet artist’s creative response to just 
criticism,” a slogan which Shostakovich was 
compelled to accept as the work’s subtitle.

This dramatic history and the many books 
that have been written after Shostakovich’s 
death have engendered a subsequent 
debate. Did Shostakovich create, as officially 
required, a work of lyricism, heroic tone, 
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The Sammamish Symphony 
would like to thank 

Gordon Brown 
and the 

Gordon Brown Foundation 

for the generous contribution for music to build 
the Symphony’s library. Gordon has been an active 

member and contra-bassoon player with the symphony 
for many years.
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nationalist style, optimism and inspiration 
from the Russian Revolutionary spirit? 
Or did he lace the work with a subtext 
of critical despair beneath the crowd-
pleasing melodies, which expressed his 
true feelings toward Stalin and the party’s 
toadying arbiters of culture? Part of the 
mystery arises from Shostakovich’s laconic 
manner of musical notation. Not for him 
the incessant instructions of Mahler. 
Rather than join this debate head on, it 
is perhaps more fruitful to look at the 
symphony for its musical character, and 
let the listener decide.

Starting in the First Movement, 
Shostakovich wrote his Fifth Symphony 
on the model pioneered by Beethoven. 
He begins with a sonata, but with a 
tentative feel. By the third bar, however, 
the music breaks off abruptly and 
shrugs downward to a dead end in an 
unyielding repetition of three notes. This 
pattern recurs throughout the symphony: 
assertive statement, apprehensive 
retraction, dead end. 

The next theme is derived from a folk 
song recognizable to the Soviet audience. 
By changing just one note, however, 
Shostakovich shifts to minor mode, 
suggesting shadings beyond simple 
reference. Drastic changes of mood 
come from cutting between extremes of 
range and instrumentation. The music 
becomes militaristic and drives forward 
with brass and percussion but ultimately 
reaching another dead end. Finally, other 
themes tentatively make their way back 
to the opening theme. In the last bars the 
opening motif returns in quiet echo. 

The Second Movement shows 
Shostakovich’s legacy from Mahler’s 
ironic scherzos, combined with 
Shostakovich’s own compositions for the 
movies. Shostakovich wrote the music 
for over thirty films, including a science 
fiction melodrama, Aelita: Queen of Mars 
(1924). The mood is a goofy and ironic 
spoof on waltzes. Shostakovich draws a 
musical picture of a dance floor. There 
are peasants in heavy boots, a band with 
a squeaky clarinet, and a dance master 
with a little kit violin. 

The Third Movement – Shostakovich’s 
favorite part of the symphony – is 
essentially a requiem, with references 
to the liturgy of the Russian Orthodox 

FOR INFO CALL 
206-517-7777 
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The Sammamish Symphony Orchestra offers small chamber groups for private functions.
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Church in the string choir. The oboe plays 
the most forlorn tune in the symphony. 
The full force of the lament bursts out, 
first in the double basses, then picked up 
by the rest of the orchestra, and coming 
at last to another dead end. As in the first 
movement, the music wanders back to a 
weary close.

With his future hanging in the balance, 
Shostakovich had to come up with a 
buoyant, optimistic finale. The movement 
begins with a sequence of march-like 
themes filled with swagger. The pace 
grows and the orchestra swirls with 
bursting musical currents, until they 
dissipate in another dead end. Rather 
than another brisk march sweeping on to 
victory, a dead slow march begins. Finally, 
Shostakovich reveals his triumphant 
ending, but with an expressively altered 
note. Rather than B natural, confirming 
the happy major version of the scale, 
Shostakovich uses B flat, which delivers 
the sad minor version, perhaps his signal 
that the happy harmonies of the ending 
are not his last word.

Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 5 reflected 
his situation as an artist who would 
be judged by politics as much as by 
talent. Whether some audiences heard 
condemnation or ridicule of the regime, 
Stalin found the music acceptable and 
Shostakovich won a return to official and 
popular favor that would hold him in 
good stead with officialdom for at least 
the next decade.

The Sammamish Symphony 
offers volunteer opportunities 
from lobby assistance and 
marketing support to board 
positions. We welcome the 
public to bring their talents 
to our growing organization

Become a part of 
our organization!

Please contact us at

206-517-7777
if you are interested

Symphony No. 5 is scored for piccolo, two 
flutes, two oboes, piccolo clarinet, two clarinets, 
two bassoons and contrabassoon, four horns, 
three trumpets, three trombones and tuba, 
timpani, percussion, celesta, two harps, piano, 
and strings. 

©2013 Sammamish Symphony Association
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      Save theSe DateS

Romeo and Juliet 
Friday, October, 18, 2013, 7:30 pm  •  Meydenbauer Theatre

Sunday, October 20, 2013, 2:00 pm  •  Eastlake Performing Arts Theater

Holiday Pops 
Friday, December 6, 2013, 7:30 pm  •  Meydenbauer Theatre

Sunday, December 8, 2013, 2:00 pm  •  Eastlake Performing Arts Theater

Northern Lights
Sunday, February 23, 2014, 2:00 pm  •  Eastlake Performing Arts Theater

Thursday, February 27, 2014, 7:30 pm  •  Meydenbauer Theatre 

Sammamish Symphony at Benaroya!  
Performing  Mozart C Minor Mass 

(“The Great”) with combined area choruses
Sunday, March 30, 2014, 2:00 pm Benaroya Hall

Pictures at an Exhibition
Friday, June 6, 2014, 7:30 pm  •  Meydenbauer Theatre

Sunday, June 8, 2014, 2:00 pm  •  Eastlake Performing Arts Theater
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The Sammamish Symphony Orchestra Association (SSOA) is a Non-Profit Corporation under 
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Service.  For further information, contact the SSOA: 

P.O. Box 1173, Issaquah, WA 98027
www.sammamishsymphony.org (206) 517-7777

We are seeking donations from supporters like you to help us sustain and expand our programs. Please join the generous individuals and 
organizations who have provided support to enable us to make the music our audiences love to hear. All contributions are tax-deductible. Please 

contact one of our representatives about how you can help.
To the Many Supporters of the Sammamish Symphony Orchestra,  THANK YOU!

YOU CAN NOW DONATE ONLINE VIA PAYPAL ON OUR WEBSITE AT 
www.sammamishsymphony.org
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Sunday
October 28th, 2012, 2:00 PM

Eastlake Performing Arts Center

Friday & Sunday
December 7th, 2012, 7:30 PM

Meydenbauer Theatre
December 9th, 2012, 2:00 PM

Eastlake Performing Arts Center

Sunday
February 24th, 2013, 2:00 PM

Eastlake Performing Arts Center

Sunday
June 9th, 2013, 2:00 PM
Eastlake Performing Arts Center

Sunday
April 7th, 2013, 2:00 PM

Meydenbauer Theatre

For more information please visit www.SammamishSymphony.org
Thank you to our generous sponsors.
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